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What is ESG?
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Performance indicators that help investors gauge the long-term financial viability of a company based on 
its Environmental, Social, and Governance practices

ESG comprises three broad, evolving and sometimes overlapping categories:

ENVIRONMENTAL
• Greenhouse gas emissions
• Climate change
• Use of renewable energy
• Air quality
• Deforestation
• Biodiversity
• Water and wastewater
• Waste and hazardous 

materials 
• Responsible sourcing of 

materials

SOCIAL 
• Health and safety
• Diversity and inclusion
• Retruitment, engagement, retention
• Philanthropy/community
• Customer relations
• Management of supply chain
• Employee and union relations
• Pay equity
• Relationships with local, 

indigenous and underserved 
communities; human rights

• Doing business in conflict zones

GOVERNANCE
• Board diversity and inclusion
• Board governance and 

structure/oversight
• Shareholder engagement
• Political lobbying and contributions
• Executive compensation
• Business ethics

Important issues in each category 
differ to some extent by industry
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Why should companies care about ESG?

The Bottom Line:
The bottom line is that companies should care because investors care
Fund managers that invest clients’ funds for the long term (e.g., retirement) 
have become more focused on the idea that ESG factors impact a company’s 
long-term financial performance

“Climate Risk Is Investment Risk” 
– Larry Fink, BlackRock Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Others who may prompt a company’s focus on ESG matters include:
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Customers Employees

Communities Lenders

Credit rating agencies Insurers
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Background

2006 The documentary An Inconvenient Truth: former U.S. VP Al Gore’s campaign to 
educate people about global warming 

2015 Paris Climate Agreement international treaty; goal of limiting global warming

2017 Widespread reports of sexual abuse and harassment of women in Hollywood; 
Harvey Weinstein sentenced to 23 years in prison in February 2020

2019 Public debate about the purpose of a corporation – Business Roundtable members 
commit to lead their companies for the benefit of all stakeholders and not only 
shareholders

2020 COVID-19 pandemic further challenges oil and gas companies already facing 
challenges from lower oil prices since 2014

2020 Death of George Floyd catalyzes racial/ethnic equity movements in the U.S. 

2020 Most active Atlantic hurricane season on record; record-setting wildfire season for 
California and the U.S.
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Background

2020 Business Roundtable: 
• “There is scientific consensus that the climate is changing and that human 

activities are contributing to that change…American corporations must continue 
to lead the way in driving efficiency, advancing a spectrum of low to negative 
emissions technologies and reducing GHG emissions….”

• Advocates for voluntary disclosures by companies regarding climate change risks 
and opportunities

2020 U.K. commits to banning the sale of new combustion-engine vehicles by 2030; 
California plans to ban sales of new combustion-engine vehicles by 2035 (some 
other states follow suit)

2021 • Major car companies announce plans to phase out gas cars
• U.S. rejoins Paris Climate Agreement
• Supported by BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street, activist investor Engine No. 

1 gets 3 directors elected to Exxon Mobil’s Board, with the goal of pushing the 
company to reduce its carbon footprint

2022 Backlash; “greenhushing”; Fully electric vehicles make up 10% of all new cars sold 
worldwide (mainly in Europe 11% and China 19%; U.S. is 5.8%)
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Key drivers in the U.S. public capital markets

• Large institutional investment managers that vote against directors of 
public companies that do not conform to the manager’s ESG criteria 

• E.g. BlackRock, State Street, Vanguard

• Rise of influence of proxy advisory firms, mainly Institutional Shareholder 
Services (ISS) and Glass Lewis, which advise investment managers how 
to vote on director elections and proposals presented at public companies’ 
shareholder meetings 

• Shareholder proposals – public company shareholders who meet certain 
criteria in Rule 14a-8 can have a proposal included in the company’s proxy 
statement and voted on at the company’s shareholders’ meeting

• Proliferation of mutual funds claiming to focus in various ways on ESG or 
Sustainability investing, and proliferation of ESG ratings services, all 
largely unregulated as to how ESG is defined
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Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) 2023 U.S. Voting Policy 
Guidelines - Climate and Board Diversity 

Climate (board 
accountability)

Climate-related 
shareholder 
proposals

Board 
Gender 
Diversity

Board Racial 
Diversity

Diversity-related
shareholder 
proposals

For companies that are 
significant greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emitters (i.e., those 
in the Climate Action 100+ 
Focus Group), ISS would 
recommend against the 
chair of the responsible 
board committee if ISS 
determines that the 
company is not taking the 
“minimum steps” (1)
needed to understand, 
assess and mitigate risks 
related to climate change

Generally vote for 
shareholder proposals 
requesting that a 
company disclose (i) 
information on climate 
change risks, (ii) 
greenhouse gas 
emissions, (iii) energy 
efficiency policies, (iv) 
feasibility of 
developing renewable 
energy resources

The existing ISS 
policy to 
recommend against 
the nominating 
committee chair at 
boards with no 
women directors 
will be extended to 
all companies (not 
only Russell 3000 
and S&P 1500 
companies)

For companies in the 
Russell 3000 or S&P 
1500 indices, 
generally vote 
against or withhold 
from the chair of the 
nominating 
committee where the 
board has no 
apparent racially or 
ethnically diverse 
members

Generally vote for 
shareholder proposals 
requesting (i) reports on 
efforts to diversify the board, 
(ii) disclosure of diversity 
policies, (iii) disclosure of 
EEO-1 data, (iv) amendment 
to diversity policy to prohibit 
discrimination based on 
sexual orientation/gender 
identity 

(1) “Minimum steps”: (i) detailed disclosure of climate-related risks (such as in accordance with the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures) and (ii) 
“appropriate GHG emissions reduction targets,” which for 2023 means “medium-term GHG reduction targets or Net Zero-by-2050 GHG reduction targets for a 
company’s operations (Scope 1) and electricity use (Scope 2),” covering the vast majority (i.e., 95%) of the company’s direct emissions.
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Shareholder proposals

• From 2020 through the first half of 2022, 154 institutional investors and 70 investment managers 
controlling $3 trillion in assets under management led or co-led shareholder resolutions on ESG 
issues

• The leading ESG issue raised in shareholder proposals was workplace practices, particularly on ending 
discrimination based on ethnicity and sex. Close behind in the numbers of proposals filed were concerns 
about corporate political activity and climate change

• Source: The US SIF Foundation's 14th edition of the biennial Report on US Sustainable Investing 
Trends issued December 2022

• Sharp increase in the number of shareholder proposals filed and voted in 2022 among Russell 
3000 and S&P 500 companies, driven by a growth in environmental and social proposals, 
suggesting that investor focus on ESG is accelerating

• As of mid-July 2022, shareholders had filed a total of 813 proposals in the Russell 3000 and 642 in the 
S&P 500—the highest volume reported in each index in the last five years. Environmental and social 
shareholder proposals drove the increase, with Russell 3000 companies receiving 471 such proposals in 
2022, compared to 403 in 2021, 339 in 2020, and 328 in 2018

• Of the 471 environmental and social proposals submitted in 2022, 280 were voted upon and 32 received 
majority support, primarily climate-related proposals and proposals requesting a racial equity and/or civil 
rights audit

• Source: The Conference Board’s Shareholder Voting Trends (2018-2022) issued September 2022
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Shareholder proposals

• Source: The Conference Board’s Shareholder Voting Trends (2018-2022) issued September 2022
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Shareholder proposals
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• Source: The Conference Board’s Shareholder Voting Trends (2018-2022) issued September 2022
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Shareholder proposals – Examples of successful 
ESG proposals

Climate Change Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
“Shareholders request the Board 
issue a report, at reasonable 
expense and excluding confidential 
information, disclosing how the 
Company intends to reduce its GHG 
emissions in alignment with the 
Paris Agreement’s 1.5 degree goal 
requiring net zero emissions by 
2050, including its relevant Scope 3 
emissions.”

• 2022 proposal submitted by As You Sow to 
Dollar Tree – receiving 55% of votes in 
support

“Shareholders request Lowe’s report 
on unadjusted median 
and adjusted pay gaps across race 
and gender, including associated 
policy, reputational, competitive, and 
operational risks, and risks related to 
recruiting and retaining diverse 
talent. The report should be 
prepared at reasonable cost, 
omitting proprietary information, 
litigation strategy and legal 
compliance information. . . .”

• 2022 proposal submitted by Arjuna Capital 
to Lowe’s – receiving 58% of votes in 
support
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ESG Investing

• $8.4 trillion in total U.S. sustainable investment assets under management 
at the beginning of 2022, representing 13% of the total U.S. assets under 
professional management

• This is lower than reported in the 2020 report, which the US SIF Foundation attributes to 
investment managers being more restrictive about what they consider “ESG funds,” in 
response to increased regulatory scrutiny

• Source: The US SIF Foundation's 14th edition of the biennial Report on US Sustainable Investing 
Trends issued December 2022

• Asset managers globally expected to increase their ESG-related assets 
under management to $33.9 trillion by 2026, from $18.4 trillion in 2021, 
projected to make up 21.5% of total global assets under management (up 
from 14.4% in 2021) and outpace the industry as a whole

• ESG-oriented assets under management in the U.S. (the largest asset and wealth 
management market) would more than double from $4.5 trillion in 2021 to $10.5 trillion in 
2026, according to PwC

• Global ESG assets may surpass $50 trillion by 2025, up from $22.8 trillion in 2016, 
according to Bloomberg’s projections

• Source: PwC’s Asset and Wealth Management Revolution 2022 report issued October 2022; 
Bloomberg Intelligence report issued January 2022 
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ESG Investing

• Source: Bloomberg Intelligence report issued January 2022 
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ESG Investing

• Source: PwC’s Asset and Wealth Management Revolution 2022 report issued October 2022
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ESG Rating Services

The ESG ratings industry has developed to meet the demand for 
ESG information
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Dozens of players Different, complex, often obscure 
methodologies

Some measure “absolute” performance and 
some “relative” to peers

Studies have found low correlations across 
providers
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ESG in Executive Compensation

FW Cook has conducted a study of the use of ESG measures in annual and 
long-term incentive plans among the largest U.S. public companies; key 
findings include:
• 74% disclose ESG measures in incentive plans, mostly annual incentive plans

• Most prevalent among companies in the Energy, Utilities and Materials sectors (>80%)

• Environment and sustainability metrics are most common in Energy and Utilities 
while human capital & culture and diversity & inclusion are most common among 
other industries

• Diversity and inclusion metrics included for 58% in 2022 vs 43% in 2021

• Most disclose performance against ESG incentive measures on a qualitative, not 
quantitative basis

Study reviewed 250 U.S.-listed companies in the S&P 500 with the largest market capitalizations as of March 31, 
2022 (excluding Foreign Private Issuers that do not have the same disclosure rules)
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For years, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
resisted ESG-specific disclosure requirements for public companies: 
Rise of voluntary and disparate ESG standards and frameworks
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CDP (formerly the Carbon 
Disclosure Project)

Global Reporting Initiative

United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals

TCFD (Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial 

Disclosures)

SASB (Sustainability 
Accounting Standards 

Board) – now a part of the 
IFRS Foundation Widely-Used ESG 

Standards & 
Frameworks

The Greenhouse Gas Protocol is 
the most widely used carbon 
accounting framework (guidelines 
for inventories for Scope 1, 2 and 
3 emissions)
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How have public companies reported ESG 
information?

The predominant way public companies report ESG information is in stand-
alone “Sustainability Reports” or similar reports posted on their corporate 
websites

• About 96% of the companies in the S&P 500 publish sustainability reports, about 81% 
of the Russell 1000 companies, and about 68% of the smallest half of the Russell 1000 
(Governance & Accountability Institute, Inc., 2022 review of 2021 reporting)

• Of the smallest half of the Russell 1000, reporting varies by industry.  For example, 100% of utility companies reported and 90% of 
energy and materials companies, but only 55% of IT companies, 40% of health care companies and 24% of communications 
companies

• Different standard and frameworks, often “aligned with” (SASB and GRI most common)
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Characteristics of a “Typical” 2022 Sustainability 
Report of an S&P 500 Company

• Is approximately 75 pages long 

• Can be viewed and downloaded in a 
PDF format 

• Is accompanied by a press release 

• Contains either “ESG” or 
“Sustainability” in its title 

• Includes a letter from the CEO 

• Explains how the company’s ESG 
strategy is managed internally 

• Summarizes how the Board of 
Directors oversees ESG risks and 
opportunities

• Includes a materiality matrix or similar 
prioritization of ESG issues
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• Details how the company engages 
with its stakeholders

• Includes a net zero, carbon neutral or 
other GHG emissions reduction goal

• Includes employee demographic data 
via the company’s EEO-1 Report

• Contains a table summarizing the 
ESG data contained in the report

• Reports against the SASB, TCFD, 
GRI and/or UN SDG ESG disclosure 
frameworks

• Provides external assurance of at 
least some ESG data on a limited 
basis

Source: The Current State of U.S. Sustainability Reporting, 
Teneo Insights, Fall 2022
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Diversity on Public Company Boards

• In 2019, ISS announced that for U.S. companies in the Russell 3000 or S&P 1500 
indices, effective for meetings on or after February 1, 2021, ISS will generally vote 
against the chair of the nominating committee at companies where there are 
no women on the board

• Has been extended to apply to all companies for meetings on or after February 1, 2023

• During 2019, all S&P 500 companies had at least one female director for the 
first time

• In October 2019, the New York City Comptroller called on publicly traded 
companies to adopt a policy requiring the consideration of both women and 
people of color for every open board seat and CEO position

• December 2020 – Nasdaq proposes new diversity disclosure listing 
requirement; approved by the SEC August 6, 2021 (being challenged in court)

• BlackRock January 2023: “In the U.S., we believe that boards should aspire to at 
least 30% diversity of membership…In our view, an informative indicator of diversity 
for [S&P 500] companies is having at least two women and a director who identifies 
as a member of an underrepresented group.”
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Nasdaq’s Board Diversity Rule

• Nasdaq’s Board Diversity Rule (Rules 5605(f) and 5606), approved 
by the SEC August 6, 2021, requires companies listed on its 
exchange to:

• Publicly disclose board-level diversity statistics using a standardized 
matrix

• Have (or explain why they do not have) at least two diverse directors: 
one female and one either Underrepresented Minority or LGBTQ+

• One diverse director (or explanation) by August 7, 2023
• Two (or explanation) by August 6, 2025 for Global Select/Global Markets or August 

6, 2026 for Capital Market

• Flexibility for Smaller Reporting Companies and Foreign Issuers, which can meet the diversity 
objective by including two female directors, and for companies with five or fewer directors, which 
can meet the diversity objective by including one diverse director

• The rule is being challenged - argued in the 5th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals August 2022
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Nasdaq’s Board Diversity Rule

Board Diversity Matrix (As of [DATE])

Total Number of Directors #

Female Male Non-
Binary

Did Not 
Disclose 
Gender

Part I: Gender Identity
Directors # # # #
Part II: Demographic Background
African American or Black # # # #
Alaskan Native or Native 
American # # # #

Asian # # # #
Hispanic or Latinx # # # #
Native Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islander # # # #

White # # # #
Two or More Races or 
Ethnicities # # # #

LGBTQ+ #
Did Not Disclose 
Demographic Background #
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Diversity on Public Company Boards

• Women hold 28% of board seats on the Russell 3000 index of 
public traded companies

• Energy and financial services had the fewest, at 23% and 26%, respectively
• Utilities had the most at 32%
• California has the highest of any state at 34.1%

• Racial data is harder to assess: Study showed of the Russell 3000, 
6.2% of directors are Black, 5% Asian or Pacific islander descent, 
2.7% Hispanic

• But only 27% of directors serving on Russell 3000 companies self-report their 
race and ethnicity

Source: 50/50 Women on Boards, Equilar
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ESG and private companies / private equity

• Private companies are experiencing increased focus on ESG from 
customers, employees, lenders, business partners and insurance 
underwriters

• Private equity firms are increasingly required by their own investors to 
adopt ESG policies and compliance programs; therefore, such firms are 
also factoring ESG considerations into their investment decisions and 
portfolio management strategies

• They are considering many of the same ESG factors as investors in the public markets, 
particularly if exit strategy includes an IPO 

• A private company may be more appealing to private equity firms if the company has an 
ESG focus and infrastructure to capture ESG data
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ESG and private companies / private equity
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The ESG Data Convergence Initiative is a private equity effort to drive consensus around 
meaningful ESG metrics for private companies, co-chaired by Carlyle and CALPERS 
and supported by the Boston Consulting Group. Six categories of metrics served as the 
initial basis for the ESG data collection efforts in 2021-2022:

Categories Metrics

Greenhouse gas emissions
• Scope 1
• Scope 2
• Scope 3 (optional)

Renewable-energy share • Renewable-energy consumption as a percentage of total energy consumption

Board diversity
• Percentage of women on board of directors
• Percentage of underrepresented groups on board of directors (optional for non-US companies
• Percentage od LGBTQ people on board of directors (optional)

Work-related injuries
• Total number of work-related injuries
• Total number of work-related fatalities
• Days lost owing to injury

Net new hires
• Organic net new hired
• Total net new hires
• Annual attrition rate

Employee engagement • Do you conduct an annual employee feedback survey? (Y/N)
• Percentage of employees responding to annual survey (optional)

Source: ESG Data Convergence Initiative.
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SEC’s ESG disclosure regulation

• The SEC’s position is that if any ESG information is material to an 
investor’s understanding of a company’s business or financial 
performance, it must be disclosed

• The federal securities laws prohibit intentional or reckless material 
misstatements or omissions by public companies in any forum or medium

• Enforced by the SEC and private litigants
• Materiality – substantial likelihood that a reasonable investor would consider 

the information important in connection with a decision to buy, sell or vote 
• Important to have controls around data accuracy, consistency and reliability 
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SEC’s ESG disclosure regulation

The SEC has historically resisted line-item disclosure requirements 
due to the complex, evolving and often controversial nature of the 
topics involved, and the lack of a single generally accepted standard –
with limited exceptions …and until

• More than 10 years ago: some environmental, diversity and climate change 
topics (lightly) addressed, and governance more so (see Appendix) 

• In 2020 (pre-Biden): human capital management was added (generally first 
effective for calendar companies’ Form 10-Ks filed in 2021) (see Appendix) 

• SEC considering proposing more prescriptive rules
• March 21, 2022: the SEC proposes new rules that would require extensive 

climate-related disclosures in SEC filings
• incorporates concepts from the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD), a climate-related reporting framework, and the Greenhouse Gas Protocol, an 
accounting/reporting standard for GHG emissions

• more extensive and prescriptive than expected 
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SEC’s Proposed Climate-Related Disclosure Rules

On March 21, 2022, the SEC released proposed rules designed to enhance 
and standardize the climate-related disclosures provided by public 
companies:

• Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions, and if material or included in a 
company’s emissions targets, Scope 3 emissions; and intensity metrics

• Smaller reporting companies exempted from Scope 3 disclosure
• Independent attestation on the Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions for large 

accelerated filers and accelerated filers
• Climate-related risks that have had, or are reasonably likely to have, a material 

impact on the company, over the short, medium and long term, and actual or 
potential impacts on strategy, business model and outlook

• Detailed disclosures on any climate-related target or goal
• Detailed descriptions of oversight of climate-related risks and the 

processes for identifying, assessing and managing them
• Would require companies (including smaller reporting companies) to include 

climate-related metrics in a note to their audited financial statements
See Jones Walker Client Alert: SEC Proposes to Amend Regulations S-K and S-X to Require Extensive 
Climate-Related Disclosures, By Dionne Rousseau and Andrew Jarreau, March 30, 2022
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SEC’s Proposed Climate-Related Disclosure Rules
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Registrant Type Disclosure Compliance Date

All proposed disclosures, including GHG emissions 
metrics: Scope 1, Scope 2, and associated intensity
metric, but excluding Scope 3

GHG emissions metrics: Scope 
3 and associated intensity 
metric

Large Accelerated Filer Fiscal year 2023 (filed in 2024) Fiscal year 2024 (filed in 2025)

Accelerated Filer and Non-Accelerated Filer Fiscal year 2024 (filed in 2025 Fiscal year 2025 (filed in 2026)

SRC Fiscal year 2025 (filed in 2026) Exempted

Filer Type Scopes 1 and 2 GHG Disclosure 
Compliance Date

Limited Assurance Reasonable Assurance

Large Accelerated Filer Fiscal year 2023 (filed in 2024) Fiscal year 2024 (filed in 2025) Fiscal year 2026 (filed in 2027)

Accelerated Filer Fiscal year 2024 (filed in 2025) Fiscal year 2025 (filed in 2026) Fiscal year 2027 (filed in 2028)
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Reaction to SEC’s Proposed Rules on Climate-
Related Disclosures

• The proposed rules are highly controversial
• SEC received approximately 14,000 comment letters, approximately 1,000 of 

which were substantive (not form letters), many more than usual (Ropes & Gray August 1, 2022)

• Range from arguments that the rules do not go far enough, to 
arguments that the SEC should scap the proposal entirely 
(including that the SEC does not have the legal authority to 
promulgate the rules)

• E.g. “The undersigned, a group of professors of law and finance, are concerned that the SEC’s recent 
proposal to impose extensive mandatory climate-related disclosure rules on public companies (the 
“Proposal”) exceeds the SEC’s authority. In addition, rather than provide “investor protection,” the 
Proposal seems to be heavily influenced by a small but powerful cohort of environmental activists and 
institutional investors, mostly index funds and asset managers, promoting climate consciousness as part 
of their business models.” – April 25, 2022 letter on behalf of 22 professors of law and finance

• The SEC must factor in the Supreme Court’s decision in West Virginia v. Environmental Protection 
Agency, June 2022, which held that agencies need clear delegation of authority from Congress to create 
regulations that have major economic or political effects (“major questions doctrine”)

• Final rule scheduled for April 2023 on SEC’s agenda
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Some other regulatory responses

• SEC launched a Climate and ESG Task Force within the Division 
of Enforcement in 2021. Selected actions in 2022 -

• Goldman Sachs Asset Management charged for failing to follow its policies 
and procedures involving ESG investments

• BNY Mellon Investment Adviser, Inc. charged for misstatements and omissions 
concerning ESG considerations in making investment decisions for certain 
mutual funds that it manages

• Vale S.A., publicly traded Brazilian mining company, charged with misleading 
investors about the safety of its dams (one of which collapsed and killed 270 
people in 2019)
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Some other regulatory responses

• In May 2022, the SEC proposed rules intended to require more 
disclosure and transparency by mutual funds that claim to be 
considering ESG factors

• The proposed rules would set new parameters on when a mutual fund can use 
in its name terms indicating that its investment decisions incorporate one or 
more ESG factors

• Mutual funds and investment advisors would be required to comply with new 
specific disclosure requirements regarding their ESG strategies

• In November 2022, the SEC adopted final rules to enhance the 
information that mutual funds and exchange-traded funds publicly 
disclose about their proxy votes (effective for votes on or after July 
1, 2023)
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Some other regulatory responses

• The U.S. Department of Labor in November 2022 issued a final 
rule regarding consideration of ESG factors in investment selection 
and proxy voting by ERISA-covered retirement plan fiduciaries 
(e.g. 401(k) plans)

• The rule moves away from regulations issued during the Trump administration 
that required plan fiduciaries to consider only “pecuniary” factors (except to 
“break a tie” between otherwise equal investment alternatives) 

• Fiduciaries may consider the economic effects of ESG factors on the risk and 
return of investments

• Fiduciaries should exercise shareholder rights via proxy voting when required 
to protect participant interests
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Backlash – Some examples

• Some states with Republican treasurers, including Louisiana, have 
divested some state funds from BlackRock in protest against its 
ESG positions

• Texas is removing from state pension funds companies and funds 
that promote ESG, including funds offered by BlackRock and UBS 

• Florida banned state pension funds from screening for ESG risks
• “We need asset managers to be laser focused on returns and nothing more. 

Florida’s not going to subsidize the actions of a bunch of Leftist ideologues 
who hate America; we’re not going to let a bunch of rich people in Manhattan 
or Europe try to circumvent our democracy.” Jimmy Patronis, Florida CFO

• Shareholder proposals have been submitted to public companies 
aiming to rein in ESG policies
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Backlash – Anti-ESG shareholder proposals

• Another trend seen in the 2022 proxy season was the slow rise of anti-
ESG proposals; more anti-ESG proposals were filed at S&P 500 
companies in 2022 (11) than in 2021 (6), including requests for companies 
to report on the potential impact of diversity, equity and inclusion training 
and to focus on non-minority groups

• Anti-ESG proposals failed to receive support or were excluded from voting altogether at 
higher rates than their ESG counterparts 

• Generally, anti-ESG proposals received an average of less than 3% of support in 2022, 
and therefore are not eligible to be resubmitted in 2023 as they failed to meet the SEC’s 
5% threshold requirements for resubmission

• Source: Trends in E&S Proposals in the 2022 Proxy Season issued November 2022
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EU’s Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive

• January 5, 2023 – The European Union’s Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive entered into force, effective for 2024 for reports 
published in 2025

• The directive enhances rules about the social and environmental information 
companies have to report

• Applies to companies listed on EU regulated markets (except some small ones) and 
certain large companies whether or not listed including EU subsidiaries of non-EU 
entities (est. 50,000 companies total)

• Requires a “double materiality” approach: must evaluate how sustainability issues 
affect the entity, and how the entity impacts people and the environment

• Companies subject to the CSRD must report according to the European 
Sustainability Reporting Standards, to be finalized by mid-2023

• Will be mandatory for companies to have an audit of the sustainability information 
they report

• The rules will replace the Non-Financial Reporting Directive currently in place, 
which requires subject companies to report on their business model, policies, 
outcomes, principal risks and KPIs on environmental, social/employee, human 
rights, anti-corruption and board diversity matters
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“Seven Myths of ESG,” Stanford Closer Look Series, 
November 4, 2021

No. 1 We agree on the purpose of ESG
• Solve short-termism vs more equitably balance shareholder and other stakeholder needs vs 

“right thing to do”

No. 2 ESG is value-increasing
• Evidence is mixed

No. 3 We can tell whether a claimed ESG activity is actually ESG
• ESG vs standard business decision to benefit shareholders (e.g. energy efficiency)?

No. 4 A company’s ESG agenda is well-defined and Board driven
No. 5 G (governance) belongs in ESG
No. 6 ESG ratings accurately measure ESG quality

• Ratings have an unproven correlation with performance and are not correlated with each 
another

No. 7 Mandatory disclosure will solve the problem assessing ESG quality
• Informative ESG disclosure is hard to produce in a cost-effective manner
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Best practices approach to ESG disclosure

• Engage with investors and other stakeholders
• What do they want to know, what standards do they like, what ratings services 

do they look at, where would they like to see it disclosed

• Establish a cross-functional team
• Coordinate business and disclosure goals

• What data/policies do you already have that you’re not getting credit for
• What systems are you using to collect data and do they need to be improved
• Have good internal controls over the information you disclose

• Benchmark against peers, review your company’s ESG ratings
• Don’t think you have to do it all at once
• Communicate with the Board to facilitate effective oversight

• Investors like to know that your Board is overseeing the risks most relevant to 
your company
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Please note; Contact information

The information described in this program is general in nature, and 
may not apply to your specific situation. Legal advice should be 
sought before taking action based on the information discussed. No 
attorney-client relationship is formed merely by your attendance at or 
participation in this event.

For additional information please contact:
Dionne M. Rousseau drousseau@joneswalker.com

Special thanks to Jones Walker associates Emily Gauthier, Andrew Jarreau, 
Thomas Kimball and John Zimmer for their assistance with this presentation.
100899381
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Appendix

• SEC ESG disclosure regulation prior to 2020
• SEC disclosure 2020: human capital management
• SEC proposed climate-related disclosure rules – Regulation S-K
• SEC proposed climate-related disclosure rules – Regulation S-X
• Selected ESG disclosure standards or frameworks: CDP, GRI, UN 

SDGs, TCFD, SASB
• Selected ESG ratings services
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SEC ESG disclosure regulation prior to 2020

• Environmental – Regulation S-K 
• Item 101 Business description – disclose the material effects that compliance 

with environmental regulations may have upon capital expenditures, earnings 
and competitive position; disclose material estimated capital expenditures for 
environmental control facilities 

• Item 103 Legal proceedings – requires some particularized disclosure for 
environmental proceedings

• Governance – Regulation S-K 
• Item 407 Corporate governance - For many years there have been a number 

of governance-related disclosures primarily under Reg. S-K Item 407, such as 
director independence, functioning of the board committees, board leadership 
structure and the board’s role in risk oversight, etc.
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SEC ESG disclosure regulation prior to 2020

• Governance – Diversity - Regulation S-K
• Item 407 - Describe whether, and if so how, the nominating committee 

considers diversity in identifying nominees for director….(2009)

• Diversity is not defined – “some companies may conceptualize diversity…to 
include differences of viewpoint, professional experience, education, 
skill…while others may focus on …race, gender and national origin.” 

• 2019 - CDI 116.11, 133.13 – If the nominating committee 
considers self-identified diversity characteristics of an individual 
who has consented to disclosure of them, the SEC expects that 
to be disclosed
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SEC ESG disclosure regulation prior to 2020

• Climate Change
• Commission Guidance Regarding Disclosure Related to Climate 

Change, Release No. 33-9106 (2010)
• If material, information about climate change-related risks and 

opportunities may be required in the business, legal proceedings, 
risk factors and MD&A disclosure sections

• Specialized disclosures mandated by Congress
• Conflict minerals, disclosure of payments by resource extraction 

issuers and disclosures of certain activities related to Iran (all pre-
2020 legislation)
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SEC disclosure 2020: human capital management

• In August 2020 (pre-Biden), the SEC amended Reg. S-K to require 
companies to disclose, if material, 

• “A description of the registrant’s human capital resources, including the
number of persons employed by the registrant, any human capital measures or
objectives that the registrant focuses on in managing the business (such as . . .
measures or objectives that address the development, attraction and retention
of personnel)”

• The SEC noted that a registrant will be required to disclose its part-time employees, 
full-time employees, independent contractors, and contingent workers, and employee 
turnover, to the extent such information is material to understanding the 
registrant’s business. The Chairman stated that companies must incorporate metrics, 
if any, that the company uses in managing the business, to the extent material

• Effective for most public companies for their annual report on Form 10-K for FY 2020 
filed 2021
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SEC Proposed Climate-Related Disclosure Rules 
– Regulation S-K

• The disclosure required by proposed subpart 1500 would be 
included under a new separately-captioned section titled “Climate-
Related Disclosure.” Subpart 1500 includes the following items:

• Item 1501 – Governance
• Describe the board’s and management’s oversight and governance of 

climate-related risks (including describing expertise in climate-related 
risks)

• Item 1502 – Strategy, Business Model, and Outlook
• Disclose any climate-related risks reasonably likely to have a material 

impact on the company over the short-, medium-, or long-term, including 
the impacts on corporate strategy, business model and outlook

• Item 1503 – Risk Management
• Disclose any processes the company has for identifying, assessing, and 

managing climate-related risks
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SEC Proposed Climate-Related Disclosure Rules 
– Regulation S-K (cont.)

• Item 1504 – GHG Emissions Metrics
• Disclose the company’s Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions, in both absolute and 

intensity measures
• Disclose Scope 3 emissions, if material, or if the company has set targets that 

include Scope 3 emissions
• The proposed rules exempt SRCs from Scope 3 requirements

• Item 1505 – Attestation of Scope 1 and Scope 2 Emissions 
Disclosure

• Large accelerated filers and accelerated filers would have to provide 
independent attestation on their Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions

• Item 1506 – Targets and Goals
• If applicable, disclose any targets or goals the company has set related to the 

reduction of GHG emissions, or any other climate-related target or goal
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SEC Proposed Climate-Related Disclosure Rules 
– Regulation S-X

• Proposed Regulation S-X Article 14 would require companies (including 
smaller reporting companies) to include climate-related metrics in a note to 
their audited financial statements, including:

• Financial Impacts 
• Disaggregated information on the impact of severe weather events and other natural 

conditions, transition activities and identified climate-related risks for each line item 
of the financial statements, if the threshold is met

• The threshold is met if the sum of the absolute values of impacts on the line 
item is one percent or more of the total line item for the relevant fiscal year

• Expenditures
• Expenditure expensed and capitalized costs incurred to: (1) mitigate the risks from 

sever weather events and other natural conditions; and (2) reduce GHG emissions 
or otherwise mitigate exposure to transition risks, in each case if 1% threshold met

• Financial Estimates and Assumptions
• Whether the estimates and assumptions used to produce the financial statements 

were impacted by risks and uncertainties associated with, or known impacts from, 
severe weather events and other natural conditions, or transition activities

• If impacted, companies must provide a qualitiative description of how the 
estimates and assumptions were impacted
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CDP (Formerly, the Carbon Disclosure Project)
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• Founded in 2000
• CDP is an international nonprofit that runs a global disclosure system for 

environmental data
• CDP uses a series of online corporate questionnaires focused on climate change, forests 

and water security
• Questionnaires focus on interests of both investors and customers/procurement decision-

makers; no materiality assessment is involved

• In addition to the CDP’s disclosure platform, it also provides a rating 
mechanism that provides companies letter grades based on the quality of 
their sustainability programs and allows companies to benchmark against 
their peers

• https://www.cdp.net/en 
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Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
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• Founded in the 1990s by CERES and the Tellus Institute (with the 
involvement of the UN Environment Programme)

• GRI is an independent, international organization that helps 
businesses and other organizations advance sustainability 
reporting and performance by providing them with a global 
common language to communicate those impacts

• In 2016, GRI transitioned from providing guidelines to setting 
the first global standards for sustainability reporting (the GRI 
Standards), which remain among the world’s most widely-used 
standards for sustainability reporting and continue to be updated

• https://www.globalreporting.org/ 
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United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)

• Adopted in 2015 by the UN General Assembly as part of the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development

• The 17 SDGs are broad goals, which are viewed as a framework for 
shaping and prioritizing business strategy and associated reporting by 
2030, including: no poverty (goal 1), gender equality (goal 5), clean water 
and sanitation (goal 6), affordable and clean energy (goal 7), responsible 
consumption and production (goal 12) and climate action (goal 13)

• The SDGs are also accompanied by 169 targets and 232 related indicators
• Targets specify a year (between 2020 and 2030) by which they should be achieved in order 

to meet the related goal, and indicators specify the information that should be used to help 
measure compliance toward each target

• https://sdgs.un.org/goals 
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Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD)

• TCFD is an organization established by the 
Financial Stability Board in 2015 to develop a 
framework for climate-related financial risk 
disclosures for use by companies in providing 
information to lenders, insurers, investors and 
other stakeholders

• In 2017, the TCFD released climate-related 
financial disclosure recommendations designed 
to help companies provide better information to 
support informed capital allocation

• The disclosure recommendations are structured 
around four thematic areas that represent core 
elements of how organizations operate: 
governance, strategy, risk management, and 
metrics and targets

• https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/ 
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SASB Standards
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• SASB was founded in 2011 as an independent nonprofit 
organization to sets standards to guide the disclosure of financially 
material sustainability information by companies to their investors

• Founding members included BlackRock, CalPERS, Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management, four largest accounting firms, Michael Bloomberg and others

• In 2018, SASB published a set of 77 industry-specific standards 
based on a “materiality map” 

• The SASB standards have become part of the IFRS Foundation, 
whose International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) has 
been created to streamline reporting standards

• The ISSB was launched in November 2021 at the COP26 Climate Conference to try to address the need for 
globally consistent sustainability dislcosures

• https://www.sasb.org
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ESG Ratings Services (some examples)
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• MSCI. MSCI publishes ESG ratings on 8,500 companies globally. MSCI 
was originally a subsidiary of Morgan Stanley, spun off in 2007. In 2010, 
MSCI acquired RiskMetrics, one of the earliest providers of sustainability 
data in the U.S.  

• ISS ESG. ISS ESG publishes ratings on 11,800 issuers. ISS ESG is a 
subsidiary of Institutional Shareholder Services, the largest proxy advisory 
firm. ISS has historically provided governance ratings, and offers 
consulting services to companies on how they can improve governance 
quality.

• Sustainalytics. Sustainalytics publishes ESG ratings on over 13,000 
companies. Sustainalytics is owned by Morningstar (acquired in 2020), 
whose primary business is the rating of mutual funds and exchange-traded 
funds for use by individual investors. Morningstar uses Sustainalytics 
ratings to provide sustainability ratings to the funds its rates.
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ESG Ratings Services (some examples)
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• Refinitiv. Refinitiv calculates ESG scores on 11,800 companies. It is the 
rebranded data provider ThomsonReuters, which owns the namesake 
database as well as newswire Reuters. Refinitiv was purchased by the London 
Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) in 2021.

• FTSE Russell. FTSE Russell publishes ratings on 7,200 securities. It is also 
owned by the London Stock Exchange Group, which purchased Russell 
Indexes in 2015 and combined them with the FTSE Indexes, which it already 
owned and had jointly developed with the Financial Times. LSEG sells FTSE 
Russell ESG ratings to investment managers for use in individual security 
selection, and also uses them to create customer benchmarks for mutual funds 
and exchange-traded funds.

• Others include Vigeo Eiris (owned by Moody’s); S&P Global; HIP Investor; 
TruValue Labs (FactSet Research)
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